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President’s Notes
Dear Members,

Tajddin Momin
President

Firdous Ali
Senior Vice President

Mubarak Dhukka
Vice President

Nizarali Momin
Honorary Secretary

Barkatali Momin
Treasurer

Samer Ali
Warehouse Chairman

I am humbled to have been elected President of the GHRA Board of Directors.
Thank you for your continued confidence in our board. On behalf of the Board of
Directors, the CEO and the entire company, I can tell you that we are inspired and
enthused by the opportunities that you give us to help you succeed. Delivering
results that exceed your expectations will continue to be our number one priority.
GHRA has continually worked to strengthen our capabilities by developing our
greatest asset, our people. We do this while we dedicate ourselves to building
trusting relationships with our members and partners. We have worked hard to do
this with a flexibility and nimbleness that fit YOUR objectives—not ours. We are
excited for the future and the opportunity to work with you as we move forward
together.
Thank you for your dedication to the mutual objectives of our company vision.
These are the foundation of the success of our organization for years to come.
Armed with the knowledge we have gained over these years, you have our
commitment that we will work hard to excel in these areas and others for years to
come.
If there is anything that we can do to improve our service to you, we will listen.
Please do not hesitate to contact me.

Arifali Momin
Director

Hussain Visnani
Director

Imran Ali

Thank You,

Tajddin Momin

Director

Jamal Jivani
Director

Shahid Maknojia
Director

Moez Maredia
Director

Noordin Maredia
Director
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Mahemood Momin
GHRA Warehouse and Distribution Center
Past Honorary Secretary

After 6 years, April 2018 was my last month as a Director at GHRA and Hon Sec at Warehouse.
It is truly overwhelming to write those words. But I have the comfort of knowing the foundation of
this great company is solid and the foundation we built in the warehouse will withstand the test of
time!
I know I leave the GHRA warehouse in better hands than my own. The New Board will be the
most capable and caring, which I say with no exaggeration. But even more, they are true believers
in what we have built and how much we can still do.
There are no words, though, that can express how sincerely grateful I am for the privilege of
working with you. This team and place have been my family and home for most of my tenure as
a Director. That I have gotten to spend this time working with people so spectacularly talented
and unstoppably optimistic is a blessing I hope you have shared and
will continue to share. I will continue to employ the knowledge I have
acquired about an operation this big for the good of all Ismaili’s; for our
community and for our cooperative!
I beg you to understand that my decision comes after months of
reflection on my personal ambitions, and at no cost to my hopefulness
for GHRA’s future or the impact, I know it can have. GHRA is at a
crossroads of which this team can play a fundamental role in shaping.
The New board is in a driver seat of the bus we all are in, and I am so
excited to see where we go!
Thank you for allowing me this honor.
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In Balance

I

t was a great
pleasure to see
everyone again
at the General
Body Meeting last
month. There was
a large turnout with
a lot of interest in
what is happening
at GHRA and the
Mike Thompson
new Warehouse
Chief Executive Officer
and Distribution
Center. I felt an extreme amount of
optimism positivity from everyone that
I spoke with and it was good to see
everyone enjoy themselves at the dinner
and meeting. The Executive Committee
Members shared our great business
results from 2017 including our 19.7%
growth in operating income! We should

all be proud of the sales performance
in our Warehouse with volume nearly
triple what we sold last year. I encourage
everyone to continue the support of
your Warehouse and Distribution Center
and know that we are nowhere near our
potential sales volumes.
Every store in the city limits of Houston
has now been inspected by the Houston
Police Department for compliance on the
Convenience Store Ordinance. Follow-up
visits will take place over the next several
weeks to verify all compliance issues
have been addressed. If you did not pass
any section of the ordinance, please take
corrective action on those items prior to
the follow-up visit to avoid penalties. If
you are not sure how to correct an issue
noted on the inspection, please call the

GHRA office for assistance.
Finally, I want to share my appreciation
to the members that have shown interest
and are committed to build out our new
food service program, Big Madre Tacos Y
Tortas! We had great meetings with nearly
100 store owners who are interested in
becoming early adopters into the brand.
Doug Boone is already out doing store
assessments and we will begin to see our
first locations open before the end of the
year! So much work has been put into
this project and I know that this is only the
beginning of a very successful addition to
our portfolio of store solutions.
Have a great start to the selling
season…
The future is bright for GHRA! 

The following is a paid advertisement

Ice Cream & Fruit Bars

HIGH QUALITY, on the lower price!
Full DSD at your store!

We have taken the refreshing
blend of Hispanic fruit juice
drinks and

Contact us at 713-290-0123
4

Freezers FREE of
Charge!!!
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Community

Ismaili Centre Plans Confirmed
By the ismaili.org

Mawlana Hazar Imam confirmed plans
to build a high-profile centre in Houston
on 22 March during his final Mulaqat of
the USA Diamond Jubilee visit. He went
on to say that the process of selecting
architects is already underway with
guidance from Hazar Imam’s brother
Prince Amyn.
President of the Ismaili Council for
the United States, Dr. Barkat Fazal,
commented, “We are immensely grateful
to Mawlana Hazar Imam as this Centre,
representing our ethics and values, will
serve as an ambassadorial building
furthering community connection and
dialogue.”
Ismaili Centres represent the
permanent presence and the core
values of Ismaili communities around
the world. These buildings, exceptional
in architectural form, embody the
hopeful aspirations of a forward-looking
community. Through their libraries,
classrooms, gardens, meeting spaces,
and prayer halls, the buildings function
as places of learning, contemplation,
discovery, dialogue, and friendship. To
learn more, visit the Ismaili Centres site.
During the same Mulaqat, on behalf

of the USA Jamat,
President Fazal
presented a loyalty
address to Mawlana
Hazar Imam, and
Vice-President Zahir
Ladhani presented
a gift to Hazar Imam
of a collection of 147
glass weights dating
back to the Fatimid
era during the 10th
and 11th centuries.
The weights
illustrate the colorful variety, diversity,
and artistic creativity of glass produced
at the time of the Fatimid dynasty.
Symbolically, they also represent
aspects relating to pluralism, ethics,
and equity, as well as religious and
spiritual authority. The glass weights are
inscribed with the names and titles of
the Ismaili Imams of the period, as well
as other phrases attesting to the Imam’s
authority or wilaya. The inscriptions also
emphasise the central role of the Imam
and the concept of Imamah in Ismaili
history and thought.
Addressing the Jamat gathered

in Houston, Mawlana Hazar Imam
expressed gratitude and happiness over
his Diamond Jubilee visit to the United
States, and conveyed guidance and
blessings to the Jamat in the US and
around the world.
Yesterday, on the occasion of Navroz,
Hazar Imam was presented with the One
Jamat Mosaic, comprising thousands of
individual photos into a single, cohesive
work of art. The mosaic was created by
Ismaili artists to capture the excitement
and anticipation of members of the USA
Jamat during the Diamond Jubilee year,
and in the lead up to Hazar Imam’s visit. 

The following is a paid advertisement

Inside Houston

For Service Call: Tastee Kreme Ice Cream
713-290-0123
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Feature

GHRA Annual General Body Meeting

G

HRA held
its annual
General
body meeting on
April 18th, 2018
at the Stafford
Center to review
the company’s
2017 financials,
confirm the election
of our newest board
Romina Kadiwal
Director of Administration
members and to
reflect on the past year. …… This is
a central event to our operation and to
our success. We want to thank all of the
members who attended this year. There
were over 800 members in attendance.
“The General body meeting is extremely
important to our organizations”,
said Romina Kadiwal, Director of
Administration. “At the AGM, we not only
share our company financial performance
but we also celebrate the successes
we have experienced together and we
unveil plans that effect our future”. After a
thorough review of member feedback and
input regarding the AGM, the company
shared the consolidated financials and
consolidating financials for all GHRA
companies.

After an excellent dinner, Mr. Nizarali
Momin, Honorary Secretary, opened the
meeting to a hearty round of applause.
He read the 2017 Annual General Body
Meeting Minutes and they were approved.
He introduced President Lehjatali Momin,
who welcomed everyone and opened up
the evening with great pride. President
Momin recalled the humble beginnings
for GHRA and the road we have taken
to get where we are today. He spoke
about the past director’s commitments
and the support the organization needs
for the future to continue its success. His
opening comments set the tone for the
meeting and provided a glimpse into a
successful future based on participation!
Next, Southwest Council President Murad
Ajani took the stage. President Ajani
told great stories of the recent Mulaqat
and Hazar Imam’s visit to Houston
along with sharing the great news of the
announcement to build an Ismaili Center
here in Houston.
Mr Karim Dhukani, election committee
chairman certified the election of the
newest board member and Firdous
Ali covered the Financial results for
2017. Sherali Haiderali provided the
members with a review of the warehouse

performance and the top priorities moving
forward. He also paid tribute to the past
honorary Secretary of the warehouse,
Mahemood Momin for his unselfish
commitment to the warehouse. “ I want
to say thank you to a man who sacrificed
everything in his life for our warehouse,
working 360 days out of 365 and 24/7!
That man is Mahemood Momin” said
Haiderali
The closing remarks came from
the company’s senior Vice President,
Asif Davwa. Mr Davwa reminded the
membership that we built this foundation
with the hopes and dreams we have for
now and for the future of our community.
“What we have learned, what I know I
know for sure today, is that it’s not about
what GHRA can do for you, it’s what you
can do for GHRA. That’s how we grow
as a community, that is how we secure
our future, that is how we ensure that this
community will go on.” said Davwa.
We look forward to an amazing
2018 and a to the new and exciting
opportunities that lie ahead.
Members who could not attend can call
the GHRA office for a copy of the report.
Thank you for your continued support. 

The following is a paid advertisement

GHRA All-in-one Rack
$1.69 Lays
Shippers on Sides
$1.69 Lays Flamin Hot,
Chile Limon, Kettle Jalapeno
*Place on All-In-One Rack*

6

Ruffles Prepacked
Weekender
Brand media-to-shelf
will drive consumer
engagement
*Place in high traffic
location*
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Food Service

Big Madre Makes History!
By Doug Boone

W

e want to thank everyone
who attended the Big Madre
information days the week
of April 9th here at the GHRA office.
We had an extraordinary turn out and
were extremely excited about the level
of interested we experienced. It was
also a great opportunity to hear from
you about the many different types of
locations Big Madre will part of. The
presentations began by adding some
context to the current market conditions
and why we needed to embark on
creating our own food service operation.
Today, independent operators build
other brands while convenience store
chains build loyalty. Plus, competition
is moving into the Houston area with
larger formats and existing food service
operations. Competitors like SevenEleven, Circle K and Stripes with their
Laredo Taco offering. It only makes
sense to look inside and began building a
brand and a position that we can call our
own.
As you see with all successful food
service brands, there is a level of
consistency that communicates to
consumers outside of the taste of the
food. The size, the methodology and the

consistency of service all communicate
quality and deliver on expectations food
consumers have around food brands.
These folks will recognize the brand as
beginning to understand the products
we serve them as known value items.
That isn’t an easy road to go down but
the brave and successful operators who
have gone down this road are writing the
narrative for what a food brand stands for.
At them information sessions, we

presented the minimum standards, the
footprint and the equipment specifications
to start a Big Madre operation. We
covered startup costs, inventories, food
costs, employees, marketing plans, soft
openings and Grand Openings!
I also hope you learned a little about
me. I am excited to be part of the GHRA
family. As with any person who comes
into the company, I got the immediate
rush you get once you realize the
opportunity you have. After all the work
we have done together up to this point,
the informational meetings lifted my
passion and pride to a new level! I am
proud to be here and look forward to
using almost 25 years of food service
experience to help the community build
this and many more concepts.
If you weren’t part of the first-round
informational sessions, we will hold
others late in the year. Plus, we are
working on together brand opportunities
to address the issues of proximity and will
be keeping you posted on those as well.
I look forward to working with all of you to
make Big Madre Tacos y Tortas a huge
success. The future of GHRA food service
is bright. 

The following is a paid advertisement

TAJIN MINI
Unit Cost: $0.30 | SRP: $.50 | Margin: 40%

immlatino.com
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Human Resources

What Workplace
Harassment Looks Like
By Ready Convenience

When you
think about
workplace
harassment,
you may
immediately
think about
the most high-profile stories of sexual
harassment where a man in a powerful
position harasses women. While those
types of stories may dominate your news
feed, they are far from the only types
of workplace harassment. Harassment
is any behavior that creates a hostile
work environment. By law, harassment
is unwelcome behavior based on race,
color, religion, sex (including pregnancy),
national origin, age, disability, or
genetic information. Whether or not
harassing behavior falls into one of
these categories, all harassment is
unacceptable in the workplace.

Examples of Workplace
Harassment

If you witness or are the target
of behavior that makes you feel
uncomfortable, you may ask yourself,
“Was that really harassment?” The short
answer is, if you find yourself asking
that, chances are good that the behavior
should not be happening. Take a look at
following examples of harassment in the
workplace. Could any of these happen at
your store?
• Distributing or displaying offensive
material to other employees in print or
digitally.
• Changing an employee’s schedule or
job duties because of refusal to date a
supervisor.
• Pushing religion on other employees

8

who have expressed disinterest.
• Wearing offensive clothing.
• A customer requesting a different
employee to serve them based on
their religion, race, or appearance.
• Assignment of unfavorable tasks
based on an employee’s race or
gender.
• Making jokes, slurs, gestures, or
stereotypical statements related to
race, disability, gender, age, sexual
orientation, or gender identity.
• Tampering with accommodations
given to an employee with a
disability.
• Imitating a person’s accent or
disability.
Remember, harassment isn’t always
between employees. Customers,
vendors, and other members of
upper level management can also be
harassers. Managers cannot watch
every interaction that goes on in their
store. That’s why training on workplace
harassment in the workplace must
include an explanation of harassment
laws, real-world examples of
harassment, and clear instructions on
how to report harassment.

TO OUR IPAD
GIVEAWAY WINNER

GHRA #4246
Store Name: Express Mart 4
Owner: Zahir K Ali
The following is a paid advertisement

Harassment in the Workplace
Online Training

All employees are entitled to a
comfortable and hostile-free work
environment. All employers must provide
a workplace that is free from harassment
and discrimination. Online workplace
harassment training provides the
baseline of knowledge managers and
employees need to handle harassment
in the workplace. Click here for more
information. 

Now in Market

See your Coca-Cola Rep to order
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2 Tech Nightmares
That Could Affect Retail
By Jackson Lewis

diapers and other heavy products that
are expensive to ship, according to
Bloomberg.
While Amazon is well-known for
its quick and convenient delivery, its
fulfillment expenses rose 43% in 2017
to $25 billion, swallowing the company’s
31% growth in revenue.
The online retailer is also limiting
1. Facebook's fall from grace
the number of single, low-price items
Facebook is taking worldwide criticism
customers can purchase to keep
for its mishandling of user data in its
shipping costs low. These items can
dealings with Cambridge Analytica, a data include toothbrushes, soap, lipstick and
firm that sells insights into consumer voting other inexpensive items. Many of these
behavior.
items do not result in a profit for Amazon
Cambridge Analytica allegedly took the
when bought alone.
personal data of 50 million Facebook users
Amazon already sold select health
without permission from the social network. and personal care items as part of a
The stolen data was then analyzed by
packaged-deal-only order of at least
Cambridge Analytica and put to use by the $25 for several years. This recent move
Trump 2016 presidential campaign and
means that list will now encompass more
for the Brexit referendum in the United
items. The move could lead to fewer
Kingdom, according to The New York
sales of less expensive health products,
Times.
which could in turn hurt suppliers such as
The hashtag #DeleteFacebook was
Kimberly-Clark, Johnson & Johnson and
trending on Twitter on March 19. Articles
Procter & Gamble, Bloomberg reports.
explaining how to delete a Facebook
The full implications of the move
profile are popping up everywhere from
are still unclear, but it does prove that
USA Today to Newsweek.
Amazon’s resources are not unlimited. If
Retailers who depend on Facebook for
Amazon customers find it more difficult to
marketing should keep this news in mind if buy cheap health items online, c-stores
they notice a decline in engagement. This
may see those consumers more willing to
scandal also provides a valuable lesson
purchase them in-store. 
in customer data security. Customers may
give personal information freely at first,
but once that data is stolen or misused,
customer trust can easily disappear.

2. Amazon burdens suppliers

Amazon’s price war with Walmart
and other large retailers has led the
e-commerce giant to raise transportation
fees for companies supplying beverages,

Vol. 5 Issue 5

TO OUR BIKE
GIVEAWAY WINNER

GHRA #4038

Store Name: Tailgate
Owner: Mahendimohamad
Charoliya

The following is a paid advertisement

now line priced
with all
20oz csd
from coca-cola

$25.41
contact your coca-cola
sales representative
for details
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Safety

Safety in the Retail Environment
By Safety toolbox talk

Many believe that there are very few
safety risks working in a retail store.
This is far from the truth. Every work
environment including retail stores have
many safety risks that you must keep in
mind.
As you may have heard, repetitive
strain injuries are a common risk in retail
businesses. These injuries cause damage
to your muscles, tendons and nerves, and
can develop over time when you do the
same task over and over.
To prevent repetitive strain injuries,
use good posture. Besides standing
or sitting up straight, work with your
arms and hands in a relaxed, natural
position. Grasp items with your entire
hand, not just your thumb and forefinger.
Avoid twisting your wrists as you swipe

the scanner, stock shelves or do other
repetitive work. Take your scheduled
breaks to move around, stretch and
relax. Talk to your boss if you develop
signs of repetitive strain such as pain or
numbness in your hands.
Back injuries are also a common
hazard of retail work, as you wrestle large
boxes of product onto handcarts and
lift groceries into customer vehicles. Lift
safely by getting as close to the load as
possible and squatting down to pick it up
and put it back down. Avoid leaning over
or bending or twisting your back.
Slips and falls are a hazard in a retail
store too. When you clean up spills or
remove debris you are not only protecting
the customer from falls, you are
protecting yourself.

Shelf stocking also has its hazards. Use
ladders and other climbing devices safely.
Never attempt to "bunny hop" a ladder to
a new location. Instead, climb down and
move it.
Properly use a safety knife to open
cartons, and always pay attention to what
you are doing if you don’t want to leave a
finger behind. 

The following is a paid advertisement
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Industry News

RTD Coffee, Tea Pace Category Growth
Consumers are trading up to products that offer better quality or benefits.
By Mark Hamstra

Ready-to-drink coffee and tea are
leading the growth in the coffee and
tea category, with new forms and
formulations that offer both function and
flavor.
RTD coffee sales were up more than
14 percent in 2017, to $3.26 billion,
according to Beverage Marketing
Corp.’s DrinkTell database. RTD
tea sales, meanwhile, totaled
$10.31 billion, up nearly 4 percent
Gary Hemphill, managing director
of research at New York-based
Beverage Marketing Corp., said
high-end RTD coffees and teas
are both performing well. “With
a healthy economy, consumers
are willing to trade up to products
that offer them better quality or
benefits,” he said.
However, while the high end of the
market is seeing the fastest growth, most
of the volume is still in the middle of the
market, Hemphill said. And, although
process-driven innovations have led to
“exceptional growth” of such RTD coffee

segments as cold brew and nitro, RTD
coffee remains relatively underdeveloped,
he said. “Both [coffee and tea] categories
have the wind behind their backs with
healthy growth, especially coffee,” he
said.

Retailers say refrigerated RTD coffees
and teas are the leading segment in this
category, and new varieties, such as cold
brew coffee concentrate, are emerging.
Michael Arbuckle, grocery sales
director at Salt Lake City-based Harmons
Grocery, said premium coffee has been

in strong demand in bagged bean form,
but the strongest growth in the coffee
category has been from RTD coffee
varieties.
Some operators report that local
roasters have been slower to gain a
foothold in the RTD coffee segment.
Some local cold brew coffee brands
have emerged, however, and
national coffeehouse brands such
as Starbucks have RTD cold brew
coffee lines.
Mona Golub, vice president of
public relations and consumer
services at Price Chopper
Supermarkets, Schenectady,
N.Y., noted that RTD coffees and
energy drinks have converged to
some degree. “Our RTD coffee
sections are growing,” she said. “It’s like
a subcategory to the energy segment
as well as the coffee segment. It offers
another option to those that are seeking
an afternoon caffeine fix.” 

The following is a paid advertisement

NEW FROM OAK FARMS
4 Flavors of 5.3 oz.
Cottage Cheese with Real Fruit

8 oz. Sour Cream

See your Oak Farms Salesperson today!
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Education

What Alcohol Awareness Month
Means to Convenience Stores
By Ready Convenience

April was
Alcohol
Awareness
Month.
Created by
the National
Council on
Alcoholism
and Drug Dependence in 1987, the
focus of this campaign was to bring
awareness to alcoholism and recovery.
The theme for this year’s campaign
was “Changing Attitudes: It’s not a
‘rite of passage.’” This is particularly
relevant for alcohol retailers such as
convenience stores. As an alcohol
seller, you have a social responsibility
to ensure everyone on your staff follows
alcohol sales laws to the letter. Alcohol
Awareness Month is the perfect time
to conduct responsible alcohol sales
training. Make sure you’re covering the
following topics.
Know the consequences. It’s
estimated that nearly 88,000 people
die from alcohol-related causes in
the U.S. ever year. According to the
National Institute of Alcohol Abuse

and Alcoholism, excessive alcohol
consumption is one of the leading
causes of preventable deaths in the
United States. If you sell alcohol to
someone without following the law, you
can be held personally liable for injuries,
property damages, or deaths that
happen as a result of the alcohol you
illegally sold.

Do not sell to anyone under 21.

Teens and young adults are at an even
greater risk of being injured or killed
in an alcohol-related accident. It is a
federal crime to sell alcohol to anyone
who is under the age of 21. A good
guideline many stores use is to card
anyone who looks under 35. Since this
is ultimately a judgment call, an even
more stringent guideline is to simply
card everyone, regardless of how old
they look. Every employee tasked with
selling alcohol must be thoroughly
trained on how to check IDs and how to
spot fake ones.

Do not sell to anyone who you
suspect may be buying for a
minor. Underage would-be drinkers

the store and ask adults to purchase
alcohol for them. Keep an eye out for
suspicious behavior outside the store or
near the cooler. If you have any reason
to suspect a person is buying alcohol
for a minor, refuse the sale.

Do not sell to anyone who is
intoxicated. It’s not enough to just

make sure customers are of legal age
to buy alcohol, you must also make
sure they’re not already intoxicated.
This can also be a judgment call on the
part of the cashier, so training is key.
Make sure your employees know the
most common signs of intoxication.

When in doubt, refuse the sale.

In a business where customer service
is paramount, it may feel wrong to turn
down a sale of any kind. But when it
comes to responsible alcohol sales,
you can’t afford to follow the “customer
is always right” adage. The cost of noncompliance is just too high. Train your
employees to ask for help and to refuse
an alcohol sale if they have any reason
to believe the sale may be unlawful. 

can be sneaky. They may loiter outside
The following is a paid advertisement
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Government Relations

Government Relations: News Update
By Steve Koebele – Attorney & Government Relations Counsel

Austin, Texas – The federal government
is planning to seek your answers to
personal questions about you and your
family. Well, you and more than 325
million other individuals residing in the
United States.
Every ten years the United States
Census Bureau (a federal agency within
the U.S. Department of Commerce)
prepares a questionnaire document that
is sent to all individuals in the United
States in order to obtain a population
count and other reliable information. The
answers will give the government and the
public at large extensive information on
the number of citizens, age, gender, race,
residence location, marital status, number
of children, and much more.
Mandated by the U.S. Constitution, the
census will inform the government on how
to apportion congressional seats among
the states. Given that representation
in the U.S. House of Representatives is
based on population, we will learn that a
high-population growth state like Texas
deserves more congressmen relative to,
say, Wyoming. Likewise, the distribution
of billions of public dollars will roughly
follow along with population, such as
the amount of education funds allocated
among students. The next census will
be taken two years from now, in 2020.
As part of the preparation of the census
document, the Trump administration, in a
very controversial move, plans to ask an
additional question of each person in the
household:
“Is this person a citizen of the United
States?”
Although this question has been posed
in a limited way since 1820, it has not
been asked of the entire population since
1050. The Administration contends
that an accurate count of voting age
citizens gives the government statistical

Vol. 5 Issue 5

information needed to fight against
discrimination, as required by the Voting
Rights Act. Also, government officials
say that the question is of interest to
researchers, advocacy groups, and policy
makers. The answers reveal the citizen
and noncitizen voting age population in a
localized way. Supporting stakeholders
assert that the question will help stop
foreign influence in U.S. elections and
that the current situation shifts political
power to noncitizens to the detriment
of U.S. citizens. Of note, the proposed
census question does not ask whether
noncitizens are legally in the country.
On the other hand, the plan to include
this question has various individuals,
organizations, and associations fighting
mad. Lawsuits are flying. Democrats
in Congress are demanding hearings.
Citizens are protesting. Although it is
against the law for census answers to be
shared with law enforcement agencies
and immigration authorities, some
express deep concern that immigrants will

not answer the census questionnaire or
provide false answers. If materially true
in concentrated areas – namely, Texas
and California – congressional clout and
receipt of public funding are reduced.
Accordingly, the Census Bureau will
evaluate and likely use other government
agency records (IRS documents) to
help complete the individual answers.
Meanwhile, states that are controlled
by Democrats – including New York,
Massachusetts, Oregon and California
– recently filed lawsuits as part of
their strategy to stop the question
from appearing on the questionnaire.
Meanwhile, Congress will decide whether
to include the question. That action very
likely depends upon which party holds
the majority control of Congress, which
will be in the hands of voters during the
upcoming elections this November.
As always, the GHRA will closely
monitor new laws, policies, and other
matters that are of interest to you. 
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Announcements

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Lehjatali Momin | Warehouse Chairman

NOW
HIRING



All GHRA
announcements and
publications will be
posted online.

Various positions
available
Please visit ghraonline.com for
a complete listing of all available positions

TCEQ Manadatory Underground Storage
Tank (UST) A/B Operators Training
GHRA is excited to provide this online training, for the price of only $65.
• Members purchasing online training
will receive a unique code from GHRA.
• This training takes about 4-6 hours
and must be completed within 30 days
from start of training.
• Payment options: Money order or
deduct $65 from your quarterly rebate.

To register for this Health class please visit
www.learn2serve.com/
texas-food-safety-certification

Members are
encouraged to visit the
GHRA website on a
regular basis for up to date
information and latest
publications.

GHRA ONLINE
CLASSIFIEDS
WWW.GHRAONLINE.COM

Under Other Services

Absolutely FREE for
GHRA members.
Members can now
list businesses or
equipment for sale on the
GHRA Website!

REGISTRATION FORM IS AVAILABLE
at www.ghraonline.com

Learn2Serve:
Food Safety Principles Training +
Texas Food Safety Manager Bundle Package

WE’RE ONLINE

WWW.GHRAONLINE.COM

Learn2Serve:
TABC Seller-Server Training Exam

To register for this TABC Class please visit
www.learn2serve.com/
online-tabc-certification

Sales/enrollment: 1-888-395-6920
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New Member Introductions

Welcome
Members
On behalf of the board of directors and staff at GHRA,
please welcome our newest members as of May 2018:

T C COUNTRY STORE
FUEL MAX # 38
WESTPARK SHELL
A & B GROCERY
BEST STOP #7
ON YOUR WAY
SETTLERS MART

THE RIGHT CHOICE
EAGLE MART #2
NEW MALONE'S HOUSE OF
BEER STORE
LA PETITE MARKET
AM PM EXPRESS
OASIS ANGELTON

SMILEY'S EXPRESS #8
AIRLINE XPRESS MART
CLINTON FOOD MARKET
BELLFORT FOOD MART
ICEBOX 4583
KROOZIN MARKET
ED'S COUNTRY STORE

The following is a paid advertisement

SIMPLIFY YOUR CASH
HANDLING

1-800-888-2129
cashmanagersales@dunbararmored.com

Vol. 5 Issue 5
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The following is a paid advertisement

APPROVED GHRA
PROPANE SUPPLIER

KEITH RAMSEY
(972)207-9228

KRamsey@BlueRhino.com

®
®
© Ferrellgas, L.P. | Ferrellgas
and Blue Rhino
are registered trademarks of Ferrellgas, L.P. | BRTE-WZ11094-NotJustPropaneSalesSheet-F101 | BR-24470
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The following is a paid advertisement

APPROVED

pest control services

PEST CONTROL
F O R G A S S T AT I O N S & T R U C K S T O P S

C A L L N A U S H A D T O DAY
832.786.9792
w w w . C o n q u e s t Pe s t S e r v i c e s . c o m
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The following is a paid advertisement
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The following is a paid advertisement

A GUIDE TO GETTING YOUR STORE EMV READY
petsolinc.com/resources/emv-compliance

Brought to you by Petroleum Solutions, Inc.

for more information: petsolinc.com
ABILENE

20

AUSTIN BEAUMONT CORPUS CHRISTI DFW

1-800-880-9582

EDINBURG HOUSTON SAN ANTONIO TEMPLE TYLER VICTORIA

Vol. 5 Issue 5

The following is a paid advertisement

Free Credit Card Terminals

NO
.

..

Application Fees
Monthly Fees
Batch Header Fees
Programming Fees
Annual Fees

24-Hour Approvals
24/7 Merchant Support
Free Statement Analysts
Accepts all cards including
Voyager and Wright Express

If you are not
with us, you are
paying too much!

Pay at the Pump
Nooruddin Khawja: 832-419-7071
Amir Ali Charania: 281-323-8500
Rasool Virani: 713-409-7919
Office: 281-565-2425
Fax: 281-565-2423

UNIVERSAL MERCHANT PROCESSING

12603 Southwest Freeway, Suite 265, Stafford, TX 77477

www.UniversalMerchantProcessing.com

Vol. 5 Issue 5
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The following is a paid advertisement
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The following is a paid advertisement
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The following is a paid advertisement

COMING UP:

JUNE PROMOTIONS
Spanner Board:

PowerAde 32oz Bottles

Poster #1:

Monster Energy 16oz Cans

Poster #2:

Snapple 16oz Bottles

Poster #3:

Hubert's Lemonade 16oz Bottles
The following is a paid advertisement

LOCATED INSIDE GHRA OFFICE
12790 SOUTH KIRKWOOD RD HOUSTON TEXAS, 77477

COMMERCIAL

HOME

AUTO

Property, Liability, Workman’s Comp, Underground Tank,
Flood, Windstorm and Many more

YOU WILL BE PLEASED WITH OUR SERVICE AND PRODUCTS, SO CALL
US TODAY
CALL MOIZ MERCHANT TODAY FOR YOUR FREE QUOTE AT
281-295-5380
Cell: 832-283-4246
Fax: 1-888-506-6022

GHRA MAIN OFFICE
12790 South Kirkwood Rd.
Stafford, TX 77477
Ph. 281.295.5300
Fax. 281.295.5399
24

GHRA WAREHOUSE
7110 Bellerive Dr.
Houston, TX 77036
Ph. 281.295.5333

www.ghraonline.com

Fx. 281.295.5347
Vol. 4 Issue 3

